emotion should be run off the streets.”)
If, however, like Reinhardt’s contemporary Philip Guston, you eventually get “sick
and tired of all that Purity!” you can revel in
the collection of cartoons Reinhardt drew
for such leftist publications as The Masses
and the New York daily PM.
M Modern art
was often mocked in postwar publications
such as the New Yorker; curator Robert
Storr points out in the excellent catalogue
that Reinhardt used his critical cartoons
in the wide-circulation PM
M “to teach average readers how to look more intelligently
at and think harder about the things they
were being invited to laugh at.”
For students of art history, Reinhardt’s
cartoons are crammed with in-jokes, razzing friends and foes alike. These include
the cream of the era’s painters, curators,
and critics, even the Museum of Modern

Come to Venice. All is oblivion. – Peggy Guggenheim,
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Ad’s painting
looked boring,
and I got really
sleepy while I
was looking at it
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They were undoubtedly, taken all round, the most cultivated, that is to say, the richest people I had ever met. – Gulley Jimson
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During
the hippie
era, people
put down
the idea of
business—
they’d say,
“Money is
bad,” and
“Working is
bad,” but
making
money is
art and
working is
art and
good
business
is the best
art. — Andy
Warhol
1975
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d
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a
mid
mid
id th
he
e old masters att th
he
Frick o
on
n Fiifftth
h Avenue, do
yo
you
ou ev
eve
ver ﬁnd you
ursel
rssel
elf thinking, This was his frigg
gin’
house?
ho
h
ous
use?? Do
Do the
th
he mists of history and
nd
dd
darkly
arkly varnishe
varnished
h d
canvases get in the way of remembering how he
bought all those pictures in the ﬁrst place? Perhaps
we should recall from Robber Barons 101 that he
was once considered the most hated man in
America, and that when an erstwhile friend
arrived for an old-age reconciliation, Frick
inst
nstructed a servant to “tell Carnegie that I will
see him inHell, where we are both going.”
Does today’s
y’s hedge-fund mogul or Russian oligarch
similarly buy art to ﬁll the hole burned through
his soul by the way
ay he
h amassed the wealth to buy
Koonses and Hirsts in
n th
the ﬁrst place? Perhaps we
can watch that phenomen
enon in action at the new
museum founded by Walm
almart heir Alice Walton:
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The artist as
businessman is uglier
than the
businessman as artist.
–Ad Reinhardt, 1966

was raising its ugly head even back in
his day—the role of mammon, from
today’s extravagant romps in Venice
to the auction floor. We may not match
Reinhardt’s complex critical insight or
satirical force, but we’re happy to rant.
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In 1991, Damien Hirst unleashed The Physical
Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone
Living
g, that infamous shark suspended in a tank
of formaldehyde. Owned by hedge-fund raptor
Steve Cohen (whose company’s recent insidertrading conviction didn’t prevent him attending Christie’s – the governor, not the auction
house – victory party earlier this month), the
work is morbid but sleek, the perfect objet
d’art to dress the lair of a Bond villain. At 22
tons of glass, steel, chemicals, and carcass, you
feel every ounce, subtle as the dirt on a grave.
In 2007, Hirst amped up his conversion of
mortality into luxurious bric-a-brac with For
the Love of God
d, a platinum skull encrusted
with almost as many diamonds as Dick showered upon Liz. The empty head purportedly
sold for a cool 100 million greenbacks to a
consortium that allegedly included Hirst
himself, a past master at propping up his
own prices.
Reinhardt didn’t succeed in making the
world’s last painting, but we’re betting that
Hirst may yet make the world’s last tchotchke.

in a telegram to Max Ernst I’m afraid there are not that many paintings left. –Leo Castelli, upon hearing that Andy Warhol had been shott
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Reinhardt to the rescue, 1946
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A

world-class abstract
painter and an ebullient
polemicist, Ad Reinhardt
(1913–67) once said, “Art
is art-as-art and everything
else is everything else.” For good measure,
he also stated, “My paintings are the last
paintings one can make.”
At David Zwirner Galleryy (537 West 20th
Street, 212-517-8677, davidzwirner.com,
through December 18) you have the rare
chance to see 13 of Reinhardt’s exquisitely
austere “ultimate” black paintings: fivefoot-square canvases that, with patient
viewing, slowly reveal spectral crosses
of dark and darker, cooler and warmer
pigments—rainbows by moonlight.
(A description Reinhardt would despise,
as he once declared, “Artists who peddle
wiggly lines and colors as representing

BY R.C. BAKER

Ouch! – Mark Rothko

Ad Reinhardt’s century of inspiration

The best art is the most expensive because the market is so smart. – Tobias Meyer, Principal Auctioneer, Sotheby’s

for the

Reinhardt courtesy Zwirner Gallery/Shah: Artnet; banana: Wikipedia; collage: R.C.B.
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Art’s big cheese, Alfred Barr: “Allfried
BarrbigqueueHouseofFame.” And many
contemporary viewers will empathize
with the political cartoon depicting
politicians snipping the ropes attached
to CEO- salary hot-air balloons while
“Wages” remains firmly tethered to the
ground. In our viciously partisan era,
it’s almost shocking to see Reinhardt’s
willingness to honor
antecedents to his
collage style, such as
“ART IS ARTMax Ernst, a pillar
AS-ART AND
of Surrealism, a
EVERYTHING
movement the hardELSE IS
core abstractionist
EVERYTHING
found hokey.
Cartoons such
ELSE.”
as the one at right
demonstrate that while Reinhart’s tongue
was certainly in his cheek, his heart was
with art for its own sake. Storr describes
the typical Reinhardt art cartoon as a
“complex critical exercise in the form of
a farcical rant.” Below, we presume to
update Reinhardt’s fortnightly polemics,
focusing on an aspect of the art world that
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